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Abstract Evolutionary theory predicts that males should produce more sperm
when sperm competition is high. Because sperm production rate is difficult to
measure in most organisms, comparative and experimental studies have typically
used testis size instead, while assuming a good correspondence between testis size
and sperm production rate. Here we evaluate this common assumption using the
marine flatworm Macrostomum lignano, in which we can estimate sperm production
rate because the accumulation of produced sperm can be observed in vivo. In earlier
studies we have shown that testis size is phenotypically plastic in M. lignano: worms
can be induced to make larger testes by raising them in groups instead of pairs, and
these larger testes have a higher cell proliferation activity (i.e. they are more
energetically costly). Here we demonstrate that worms with such experimentally
enlarged testes have a higher sperm production rate. Moreover, although testis size
and sperm production rate were related linearly, worms with experimentally enlarged testes had a higher sperm production rate per unit testis size (i.e. a higher
spermatogenic efficiency). We thus show that phenotypically plastic adjustment of
sperm production rate includes a component that is independent of testis size. We
discuss possible reasons for this novel finding, and suggest that the relationship
between testis size and sperm production needs to be evaluated in other species as
well.
Keywords Cell cycle Æ Male allocation Æ Phenotypic plasticity Æ
Platyhelminthes Æ Sperm competition Æ Testis size
Introduction
Current evolutionary theory predicts that the amount of sperm a male produces
depends on the level and the type of sperm competition it experiences (Parker 1998).
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Comparative and experimental studies aimed at testing this prediction have generally used testis size as a measure of sperm production rate (see Schärer et al. 2004b
for a list of parameters that have been used to estimate male allocation to sperm
production). The choice of this parameter is largely guided by the relative ease with
which it can be determined, but it has rarely been tested how testis size is related to
sperm production rate; a linear relationship is usually just assumed. In fact, many
studies use testis size and sperm production interchangeably without testing this
assumption (e.g. Pitnick et al. 2001; Byrne et al. 2002; Newlon et al. 2003; Malo et al.
2005; Minder et al. 2005), whereas other studies explicitly state that they make this
assumption (e.g. Hellriegel and Blanckenhorn 2002).
There are two main problems with using testis size as a measure of sperm production rate. First, testis size is a static measure, and therefore does not necessarily
say much about the amount of resources that flow through it. We have previously
discussed this issue (Schärer et al. 2004b) and we will therefore not further address it
here. Second, testis size and sperm production rate may, at least to some degree,
vary independently of each other. For example, in mammals the testis not only
contains spermatogenic tissues, but also the capsule (or tunica albuginea), which
encloses the other testicular tissues, and the Leydig cells, which are involved in the
production of male hormones. So, depending on how non-spermatogenic and spermatogenic tissues scale with increasing testis size, the relationship between testis size
and sperm production rate will vary. As a consequence, the spermatogenic efficiency
of the testis (a measure of the number of sperm produced per unit of testicular
tissue) can vary considerably. For instance, although dominant male capybaras have
larger testes, their testis size is more closely related to the size of the non-spermatogenic, presumably hormone-producing, tissue than to the amount of spermatogenic tissue in their testis (Moreira et al. 1997) (the high hormone levels are
required for the androgen-dependent scent glands). Thus in capybaras spermatogenic efficiency in large testes is relatively low.
Spermatogenic efficiency may thus be an important parameter for sperm production rate. A comparative study in primates showed considerable variation in
spermatogenic efficiency between species (Wistuba et al. 2003), and similar changes
can also occur within a species, for example if rats are treated with certain chemicals
(Cooke et al. 1992). Moreover, a selection experiment for increased testis weight in
pigs yielded not only a higher testis weight in the selected line compared to the
control line, but also a higher spermatogenic efficiency (Johnson et al. 1994; Rathje
et al. 1995), suggesting that this trait can respond to selection. And finally, another
study showed different spermatogenic efficiencies in two species of rodents that
differ in the level of sperm competition (Peirce and Breed 2001). All these studies
suggest that the relationship between testis size and sperm production rate can vary,
both within and between species. Spermatogenic efficiency could therefore also vary
as a (phenotypically plastic or evolutionary) response to sperm competition. If so,
changes in sperm production rate could be, to some degree, independent of testis
size, and it would be preferable to measure sperm production rate directly.
However, there are a number of problems involved in the estimation of sperm
production rate. A number of studies have used static measures, such as the number
of sperm present in the testis (or associated structures) at a given time, as an estimate of sperm production (e.g. Gage et al. 1995; Tuttle et al. 1996; Evans and
Magurran 1999; Pitnick et al. 2001). However, in addition to the problems associated
with static measures (Schärer et al. 2004b), these measures can be influenced by the
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mating history of an individual or its holding conditions (Bozynski and Liley 2003;
Aspbury and Gabor 2004a, b). Other studies have attempted to measure sperm
production rate by sequentially mating males to many females and estimating the
total amount of sperm transferred (e.g. Pitnick and Markow 1994a, b). However, this
approach can be confounded by mate choice, with females accepting more sperm
from some males than from others (i.e. Pitnick and Markow 1994a). Mating rate has
also been used as a proxy for sperm production rate, but it has been shown that
males can run out of sperm in subsequent matings (Nakatsuru and Kramer 1982;
Pitnick and Markow 1994b), and that they tailor the number of sperm released in
subsequent matings to different conditions (Pilastro et al. 2002; Wedell et al. 2002).
So all of these approaches may be unsuitable measures for sperm production rate.
To our knowledge, accurate data on sperm production rates have so far almost
exclusively been collected in studies that investigate fertility in the context of contraception, toxicology and animal breeding, and they are generally limited to birds
and mammals (e.g. de Reviers and Williams 1984; Cooke et al. 1996; Gupta et al.
1999, reviewed in Amann (1970), but see LaMunyon and Ward, 1998; Tuttle and
Pruett-Jones, 2004 for studies with an evolutionary background). The estimation of
sperm production rate is generally based on the number of specific spermatogenetic
stages in homogenates of testicular tissue (usually by counting the number of
homogenization-resistant spermatid nuclei), combined with accurate knowledge of
the duration of spermatogenesis (usually determined using 3H-thymidine-, or more
recently halogenated pyrimidine-, DNA-labelling, for details see Amann 1970).
However, even in the well studied higher vertebrates it is ‘‘... clear that testicular
weight accounts for no more than about 80% of the variation in daily sperm production’’ (Amann 1970) (see Møller 1989 for a similar result). To investigate if the
remaining variation is just due to measurement error or due to factors that have
been shaped by sperm competition is surely an interesting research avenue.
Here we experimentally evaluate this possibility, by testing the relationship between testis size and sperm production rate in the free-living marine flatworm
Macrostomum lignano (Ladurner et al. 2005). Several traits allow such an approach
in our model organism. First, we have previously shown that worms can be experimentally induced to produce larger testes by raising them in groups instead of pairs
(Schärer and Ladurner 2003; Schärer et al. 2005; Brauer et al. in press), and we have
shown that this increase in testis size coincides with a higher cell proliferation
activity in the testis (Schärer et al. 2004b). This means that we can experimentally
manipulate male reproductive allocation in an otherwise homogenous population.
Second, because M. lignano is transparent, it is possible to accurately, repeatedly and
non-invasively measure the size of internal organs in living worms (Schärer and
Ladurner 2003). This allows us to determine not only the testis size of experimental
worms, but also the size of their seminal vesicle, which contains the sperm that are
ready to be transferred to mating partners. The increase in the size of the seminal
vesicle over time can thus serve as an estimate of sperm production rate (Fig. 1).
Third, based on ultrastructural observations of the testis, we know that the testis is
almost entirely composed of spermatogenic tissue. The only cells that do not directly
contribute to spermatogenesis are the hull cells, which delimit the testis from the
remaining body, and which make up less than 5% of the testis volume (L. Schärer,
pers. obs.).
In the experiment we report here we raised worms in different group sizes and
thereby induced variation in male allocation and testis size. We then isolated indi-
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Fig. 1 Digital micrographs of one Macrostomum lignano from the experiment on sperm production
rate, which had been raised in a group of eight worms: (a) shows the left testis on Day 0 (light area),
(b) shows the seminal vesicle on Day 0 (which consists in the small false seminal vesicle, fsv and the
true seminal vesicle, tsv), and (c) shows the drastically larger seminal vesicle (sv) on Day 4 (i.e. after
4 days of isolation) (the false and true seminal vesicles can no longer be distinguished). Note also the
copulatory stylet (st). All micrographs were taken at the same scale

viduals from their mating partners and measured the increase in size of the seminal
vesicle over time as a measure of sperm production rate. We expected to find that
worms with experimentally enlarged testes have a higher sperm production rate.

Methods
Study animal
Macrostomum lignano (Macrostomorpha, Platyhelminthes) is a free-living flatworm
of the interstitial sand fauna of the Northern Adriatic Sea (Ladurner et al. 2000,
2005). It is a simultaneous hermaphrodite with reciprocal copulation (Schärer et al.
2004a), obligately outcrossing (Schärer and Ladurner 2003), reaches 1.5 mm in
length when fully grown, and has a generation time of only 18 days. The prominent
paired testes (Fig. 1a) are located anterior to the smaller paired ovaries. Single vasa
deferentia emanate from each testis, which join each other shortly before entering
the false seminal vesicle (which is essentially a distended common vas deferens,
Fig. 1b). The false seminal vesicle in turn is connected to the muscular true seminal
vesicle (which pumps the sperm into the copulatory stylet during copulation,
Fig. 1b). The bulk of the sperm that are ready to be transferred to mating partners is
stored in the very flexible false seminal vesicle (Fig. 1b, c). Mass cultures of Macrostomum lignano are maintained in f/2, which is an artificial seawater medium
(Andersen et al. 2005), and fed with the diatom, Nitzschia curvilineata (Tyler 1981;
Rieger et al. 1988).
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Experiment on sperm production rate
On day 1 we collected about 600 adult worms from the mass cultures and allowed
them to lay eggs in a Petri dish for 24 h. On day 2 we removed the adults, on day 8
we collected the hatched worms, passed them to a clean Petri dish, and on day 9 we
distributed them randomly to pairs or octets. This treatment successfully manipulates the number of sperm competitors (Schärer and Ladurner 2003). We achieved
random distribution by pipetting individual worms to their assigned wells in 6-well
tissue culture plates according to a permutation of all the wells and treatments,
effectively avoiding sequence and position effects. We replicated each treatment
group 30 times (n = 60), for a total of ten 6-well tissue culture plates. We fed the
worms ad libitum and transferred them to fresh tissue culture plates on days 16, 22,
and 29. On day 31 (first measurement, further called ‘‘Day 0’’) we randomly chose
one worm per replicate to determine the relationship between testis size and sperm
production rate.
Measurement of testis size, seminal vesicle size, and sperm production rate
We morphometrically determined the area of the body, the testis (sum of both
testes), and the seminal vesicle (sum of the false and true seminal vesicle) as previously reported (Schärer and Ladurner 2003; Schärer et al. 2005, see also Fig. 1).
We have previously shown that these measurements are highly repeatable (Schärer
and Ladurner 2003). The person who took the digital micrographs and performed
the morphometry was blind regarding the treatment groups of the worms. After
measurement, we placed worms individually in wells of 24-well tissue culture plates,
and measured them again 2 and 4 days later (called ‘‘Day 2’’ and ‘‘Day 4’’ respectively). During this time the sperm produced in the testes flowed into, and accumulated in, the seminal vesicle (Fig. 1c). Measuring the increase in seminal vesicle
size thus allowed us to estimate the sperm production rate of each individual worm.
Relationship between sperm number and seminal vesicle size
For the increase in seminal vesicle area to be a useful measure of sperm production
rate, we need to understand the relationship between the number of sperm contained in the seminal vesicle and the area of the seminal vesicle. To determine this
relationship we measured the area of the seminal vesicle of worms with a large range
of different seminal vesicle sizes, which was produced by isolating worms for different amounts of time. We then amputated the tail plate with a razor blade, placed
the amputated tail plate on a microscope slide in 17 ll of f/2, ruptured the seminal
vesicle with fine tungsten needles to release the sperm, covered the drop with a cover
slip (18 · 18 mm) and counted all sperm under phase contrast illumination.
Statistical analysis
We discarded three pair treatment replicates because worms were lost during the
transfers. Moreover, several worms were excluded because they lacked a functional
copulatory stylet (n = 2), had a hypertrophic testis (n = 2), or exhibited other malformations (n = 4). The analysis is thus based on 49 worms (pairs, n = 24 and octets,
n = 25).
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To describe the relationship between the number of sperm contained in the
seminal vesicle and its area we used a linear regression. To test the effects of the
group size treatment we first checked if the two treatment levels yielded worms of
comparable body size on the first measurement day using a t-test. We then tested the
treatment effect on testis size by comparing worms from pairs and octets with an
ANCOVA (with body size as the covariate). The treatment effect on the repeated
measures of seminal vesicle size was tested with a univariate repeated measures
ANOVA. Finally, we investigated if the treatment group of a worm and its testis size
independently influenced the size increase of the seminal vesicle from ‘‘Day 0’’ to
‘‘Day 4’’, by calculating an ANCOVA with group size as the factor and testis size as
the covariate. Data are given as means ± 1 SE and we visually checked that data
fulfilled the assumptions of parametric test statistics. A non-significant interaction
term was always removed from the ANCOVA models. Data were analysed with
JMP 3.2.2 (Sall and Lehman 1996).

Results
Relationship between sperm number and seminal vesicle size
The number of sperm in the seminal vesicle was a strong predictor of seminal vesicle
size (linear regression, n = 38, r2 = 0.77, b = 9.36, t = 10.9, P < 0.001, Fig. 2), and the
significant intercept suggests that also empty seminal vesicles have a certain size
(a = 2930, t = 6.11, P < 0.001, Fig. 2). We can thus use the increase in seminal
vesicle size as an estimate of sperm production rate.
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Fig. 2 Seminal vesicle size as a function of the number of sperm in the seminal vesicle (see Results
for statistics)
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Experiment on sperm production rate
Worms in pairs and octets were very similar in body size (body area: pairs,
393 ± 16 · 103 lm2, octets, 406 ± 16 · 103 lm2, t-test, t = 0.54, d.f. = 47, P = 0.59),
and, in accordance to our previous findings, testis size was significantly higher in
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Fig. 3 (a) Seminal vesicle area in pairs (white bars) and octets (grey bars) for the three
measurement days (Day 0, 2 and 4). Error bars represent standard errors. (b) Relationships between
testis area and the increase in seminal vesicle area from day 0 to day 4 (n seminal vesicle area) for
pairs (white squares) and octets (grey squares). The lines represent linear regressions for pairs
(dashed) and octets (solid) (see Results for statistics)
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octets (ANCOVA, r2 = 0.44, factor: group size, F1,46 = 7.87, P = 0.007, covariate:
body size, F1,46 = 25.8, P < 0.001).
We found no overall group size effect on seminal vesicle size (univariate repeated
measures ANOVA, between subjects: effect of group size, F1,47 = 0.2, P = 0.66,
Fig. 3a). Seminal vesicle size increased very strongly with from ‘‘Day 0’’ to ‘‘Day 4’’
in both treatment groups (within subjects: effect of time, F2,94 = 328.2, P < 0.001,
Fig. 3a). Moreover, the highly significant interaction term between group size and
time indicates that the worms in octets not only started with a lower seminal vesicle
size on ‘‘Day 0’’, but also ended with a higher seminal vesicle size on ‘‘Day 4’’ than
worms from pairs (interaction between group size and time, F2,94 = 14.8, P < 0.001,
Fig. 3a), suggesting that worms in octets clearly have a larger sperm production rate.
Although testis size explained the largest part of the increase in seminal vesicle
size from ‘‘Day 0’’ to ‘‘Day 4’’, there was a significant effect of the treatment group
that was independent of testis size (ANCOVA, r2 = 0.56, factor: group size,
F1,46 = 9.76, P = 0.003, covariate: testis size, F1,46 = 30.2, P < 0.001, Fig. 3b), suggesting that testis size is an incomplete measure of sperm production rate.

Discussion
We have shown here that, in the free-living flatworm Macrostomum lignano, the
previously identified phenotypically plastic adjustment of male allocation in response to being raised in a group is not only manifest as an increase in testis size
(Schärer and Ladurner 2003; Schärer et al. 2005; Brauer et al. in press) and testicular
cell proliferation activity (Schärer et al. 2004b), but also as an increase in sperm
production rate. In addition, we have identified a component in sperm production
rate, which is independent of variation in testis size: worms grown in larger groups
had a higher sperm production rate per unit testicular tissue than worms grown in
pairs (i.e. they had a higher spermatogenic efficiency). This suggests that, although
testis size appears to be an important predictor of sperm production rate, we have
identified a novel component that is ignored by just assuming a simple relationship
between testis size and sperm production rate. In the following sections we discuss
possible causes for this testis-size-independent component, and suggest future
studies to test them.
Adjustment of the speed of spermatogenesis
An interesting possibility to explain this results is that worms modulate the speed of
spermatogenesis in response to group size. There is some published information on
variation in spermatogenesis speed between different strains of mice and rats
(Amann 1970), but these differences presumably have a genetic basis. We are not
aware of studies that have shown that such variation can be phenotypically plastic.
Nevertheless we consider this a likely explanation for the observed effect.
As outlined in the introduction, studies in birds and mammals often use the
number of homogenization resistant spermatid nuclei to estimate the number of
sperm currently in production. They then divide this number by the amount of time
it takes from this stage to the finished sperm (i.e. called time divisor, for details see
Amann 1970), which is of course a function of the speed of spermatogenesis. Usually
the time divisor is measured using DNA labelling with either 3H-thymidine or
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halogenated pyrimidines (e.g. bromodeoxyuridine, BrdU). It is generally treated as a
species-specific value (Amann 1970), but sometimes even used across fairly unrelated species (e.g. Tuttle and Pruett-Jones 2004 use a measure for Japanese quail to
make inferences about sperm production rates in fairy wrens). However, as Amann
(1970) states: ‘Variation, among and within individuals, in the duration of one cycle
of the seminiferous epithelium is small but represents an important source of error
when calculating sperm production’.
Our data suggest that this variation may be considerable, and that it could occur
as a phenotypically plastic response to different levels of sperm competition. Spermatogenesis speed may thus be a more variable trait than previously thought. We
have recently established a method that allows BrdU-labelling of sperm nuclei in M.
lignano (Schärer et al. in press), so we can in the future directly test for timing
differences in spermatogenesis between worms raised in pairs and octets.
Phenotypic plasticity in sperm size
Another interesting possibility would be that exposing worms to different group
sizes leads to changes in sperm size. In order to explain our results, worms in groups
would have to produce larger sperm, which would lead to a faster increase in seminal
vesicle size with the same number of sperm. Larger sperm could be advantageous in
the context of sperm competition. The sperm of M. lignano are highly complex
structures, and appear to compete with each other for access to the cellular valve,
which is a specialized tissue in the female sperm-receiving organ, the female antrum
(see Schärer et al. 2004a; Ladurner et al. 2005 for more details on sperm anatomy).
We are aware of only one published study that explicitly reports phenotypic
plasticity in sperm size, which found complex responses in sperm size to changes in
temperature (Hellriegel and Blanckenhorn 2002). However, the relationship of this
variation to sperm competition was unclear. Nevertheless, sperm size is a very
variable trait that appears to correlate with variation in sperm competition, both
within (e.g. Radwan 1996; LaMunyon and Ward 1998, 2002), and between species
(e.g. Gage 1994; LaMunyon and Ward 1999; Morrow and Gage 2000, but see Hosken
1997; Gage and Freckleton 2003). We thus see no a priori reason why phenotypically
plastic sperm size should not occur, and suggest that such effects should be tested.
Relationship between sperm number and seminal vesicle size
Finally, we need to evaluate the possibility that the observed effect is an artefact.
This could occur if the slope of the relationship between sperm number and seminal
vesicle size were steeper outside the range covered by the pairs (which have a
smaller range in seminal vesicle size, see Fig. 3a). If so, we would underestimate the
sperm production rate of the pairs. This would, for example, occur if in small seminal
vesicles relatively few additional sperm would lead to a relatively large increase in
seminal vesicle size. We could then overestimate the sperm production of worms in
groups, as they on average started with smaller seminal vesicles (Fig. 3a). However,
although we tested a number of non-linear functions to describe the relationship
between seminal vesicle size and sperm number, none gave a better fit to the data
than the most parsimonious linear fit (Fig. 2). We therefore do not think that the
observed difference in the testis-size-independent component in sperm production
between worms raised in pairs and groups can be explained by mere changes in the
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arrangement of stored sperm, but that it instead represents an actual difference in
sperm production rate per unit testis.

Conclusions
We have previously shown that M. lignano responds to increased group size by
increasing its testis size. Here we show that increased group size also leads to a
higher sperm production rate. However, sperm production rate increased more than
expected by the increase in testis size alone, which may suggest that worms raised in
groups have a faster spermatogenesis and/or produce larger sperm. In future studies
we aim at evaluating these possibilities.
We conclude that, rather than just assuming the relationship between testis size
and sperm production rate, this relationship should actually be tested experimentally. Moreover, given the evidence for variation in spermatogenic efficiency that we
mention in the introduction, and the considerable variation in our within-species
comparison, a better understanding of the relationship between testis size and sperm
production rate is important for cross-species comparisons of male reproductive
investment. Finally, it appears that sperm competition can have previously unknown
effects on sperm production, and that the evolution of male allocation in response to
sperm competition affects traits other than testis size.
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